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Programme for 2007/8

 All meetings to be  held at 7.45pm in the
Welcome Centre, Church End, Walthamstow Village, E17

(beside St.Mary’s Church)

Tuesday 13th November “The Power of Community”
A film about organic growing in Cuba introduced by

Brian from the Forest Recycling Project

Tuesday 15th January  “Spuds you like”
Anything to do with potatoes!

Tuesday 13th February
AGM and seed swap

Tuesday 11th March
Helen Lowther will give a talk about seed sowing

Tuesday 15th April
Mark Warner will explain the mysteries of Permaculture

For more information call Anne Tennant
Chair of ELOG   8520 5386

Happy Christmas to you all

For more information go to
 www.elog.org.uk
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APPLE DAY 2007

Part of the planning for Apple Day includes ordering the correct weather.
As usual this most difficult part of the arrangements went like clockwork
despite a deluge a few days before! The day was warm but slightly
overcast and the numbers were down on last year, but this is all good
news. If it is too sunny more people turn up and the 1,066 people who
did come was just the right amount for the Vestry House garden. During
the planning we wondered about a larger venue but decided Vestry
House was ideal. There were also more Apple Day events this year so
competition is hotting up and we can’t become complacent.

Organiclea made a great contribution by
organising the juicing and providing a bar
which proved very popular. We thought cider
might not appeal to enough people to make it
worth having but we were proved very
wrong!! The Waltham Forest Children’s Arts
Project was a great hit with the children
making magnificent creations on the theme
of the apple. The Fuchsia Society kept the young and old entertained
with the longest peel and guess the weight competition. Essex Bee
Keeper’s provided honey and information about bees.

We made a handsome profit of nearly £1,000
which the committee will be deciding how to
spend. A very big THANK YOU must go to
everyone who helped on the day and in
particular those who met regularly to help plan
Apple Day 2007.
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VOLUNTEERING BEHIND ELOG STALLS
Redbridge Green Fair

On 27 May I met Ken at the Redbridge Green Fair on Melbourne
Field. It had rained all morning and still did when I arrived, and we were
drenched to the skin by the time we had set up the marquee.

It turned out the marquee was not entirely waterproof – not when the
rain came pelting down hard. So when Chris arrived we decided that we
would only put out free and "cheap" leaflets on our table inside the
marquee, with a decorative plant on one table corner, thus creating a
minimal "bad weather version" of the ELOG stall.

Chris and I took turns in staffing the stall and handed out tasters of
organic wholemeal bread, butter and houmous (recipes for bread and
houmous are on www.myfoodadventures.co.nr) and explained about
sprouting seeds to a good few valiant people who had decided after all, to
brave the elements (the rain had eased a lot by then) for a nose around
the fair.

Our visitors' "question of the day"
was definitely how to deal effectively
with slugs who  – except perhaps for
the very dry April – had had an
absolute field day in this wet
growing season! So out came all
those lovely little stories – from stall
staff and visitors alike – about beer
traps, copper rings, HDRA's organic
slug pellets, and those less-than-
lovely stories of stomping on them,
cutting them up and disecting them
in any other gruesome manner. Poor
things!… But telling those stories
did cheer us all up on this very wet
day!J
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BBC Springwatch Garden Party

ELOG had been invited this year to take part in the annual BBC
Springwatch Garden Party, so on 9 June we (that's Ken, June, Chris,
Adrian and I) set up the stall on the sunny West Ham Memorial
Recreation Ground. This proved to be by far our busiest stall of this
season, partly because the event had been very well organised and
advertised, and partly because we had come up with some ideas for the
stall that turned out to work well:

We had placed our bread and sprouts table into the marquee which we
had pitched at a 90 degree angle to our books and plants tables. This
setup kept ushering people from the books and plants tables to the bread
and sprouts table and vice versa. Definitely to be repeated wherever we
get the chance!

We had also asked the BBC to give us 10 (!) chairs, so we always had
some spare for stall visitors with bad backs etc. That also worked well.

Another idea that came from having lots of tables available was putting
our display boards on them. That way people could read them without
having to bend down and straining their backs.

The BBC had particularly asked us to orchestrate "activities" to attract
visitors. They had even suggested that we hand out apples to promote
our forthcoming Apple Day. Apples in June?!? Imported at irresponsibly
high CO2 expense from the southern hemisphere?!? I don't think our
friendly organiser was an organic gardener…!

The "activity" that appeared to work best was offering people wholemeal
bread and raw chickpea houmous to taste. All those little noises of
pleasure that emanate from people's mouths when they're enjoying their
food kept attracting more and more visitors into the marquee wanting to
know what they were all about, so we had "full house" all day long!

Visitors also showed a lot of interest in sprouting, and I talked my
mouth to shreds about putting dried whole beans, lentils or grains into
jam jars, securing with a rubber band a cloth that permits drainage
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around the top of the jar, letting the seeds soak overnight, rinsing them
twice a day until they've sprouted and putting the jar upside down on the
drainage board between rinses. Easy work and easy, healthy and cheap
food!

We also sold all our plants and it was a very successful event for ELOG.

June Jamboree
Chris had been asked at short notice if ELOG could run a stall at the
June Jamboree in Coronation Gardens, Leyton on 23 June. In principle
yes, but all our people with cars were busy elsewhere, so we had no
transport for our stuff…

After sleeping on it I got a bit annoyed at the thought that, as organic
gardeners and all the green credentials that are supposed to come with
the "breed", we would not be able to set up at least a small stall without a
car! So after some phone calls we decided that we'd fill a table or two
with whatever plants, leaflets, bread and sprouts that could be safely
transported in rucksacks on Chris's and my backs. The display boards
would be too cumbersome for anyone's rucksack, so I produced four A4
sheets which Adrian laminated: an E, an L, an O, a G – transportable,
infinitely reusable and sustainable!J

The day itself went at a pleasantly leisurely pace, the weather was fine
until about 10 minutes after we had packed up (and then it went
SPLAT!!), and it felt not so much like a great big public event but more
like a friendly local get-together where people knew each other and
enjoyed each other's company. Jeff had popped in with some extra plants
to sell, and we sold most of them, so on the balance sheet this pleasant
afternoon was a success too.
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Green Fair
On 22 June we (that's Anne, Audrey, Pat
who had helped with transport, Adrian and
myself) set up our stall at the annual Green
Fair in Walthamstow's Aveling Park. We
had been tucked away in the furthest
corner of the marquee which was far from
ideal, but we managed to improve things by
setting up our display boards in a long line
on the ground as a boundary, which helped
usher people towards our stall. We were
quite busy (but had enough time to have a
look at the other stalls), and again we
arrived with a lot more plants and things
than we left with, so it was another success
for ELOG.

June’s Garden Party
On 11 August Chris and I took care of the ELOG stall at June's Garden
Party in Wanstead. We had kept the stall deliberately small, firstly
because that's better suited to a residential garden and secondly because
we had another big day coming the next day, so we took it easy. June's
annual garden party is always an unadulterated pleasure to take part in and
also so much of a "success" on a personal level that, for me at least, that's
what counts the most.J
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Chingford Day
On 12 August Anne, Pat and I set up the stall at Chingford Day in
Ridgeway Park. Everything went very well and we were as busy as we
could have hoped to be. In the afternoon Anne and Pat bought
themselves some large colourful scarves from another stall and showed
themselves in a very playful mood with them. June joined us in the
afternoon, and Pat's partner Noel also began to help out with the stall.
Late in the afternoon we even went for a ride on one of those little trains
that volunteers lovingly maintain in Ridgeway Park. ELOG members on
a spontaneous outing!…J

I can only repeat what I said about my experience of helping with
running stalls last year – it's great fun! I again enjoyed very much
spending time with my ELOG friends behind the stall, talking with
visitors about things that interest us and them, having a nose around
other people's stalls whenever time allows (and it usually does), and I
recommend the experience most warmly to anyone who might even only
be slightly interested in seeing things from behind the stall – no previous
experience needed, and it's very enjoyable indeed!

Gunta Andressen
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MY FAVOURITE GLOVES

Has anyone ever despaired, as I have, of finding gardening gloves that
can fit snugly as well as last a reasonable time?  I have small hands and a
small size is not easily available. Cotton ones are baggy and get soggy in
no time; rubber ones soon run to holes and get torn. When I
discovered soft leather ones (expensive at £16 from the National Trust)
they seemed the answer to my prayers, but when I removed one to do a
tying up job and failed to notice that I’d dropped it, a fortnight or so later
I found it chewed up by a fox(?)! Also, as these had got soggy and dried,
over a period of months they became stiff and not as pliable as I would
have liked.

Now I’m trying out some gloves called Super Gloves Reflex K+CE8/M
(does this indicate medium size?) These are available at Homebase. They
are a good fit with thick knitted backs and tough rubber fronts that
extend over the lower ends of the fingers up to the lower knuckles. They
are comfortable, flexible and watertight (unless I do pond dipping).
Anyway, they dry out without shrinkage on stiffening. I am fairly pleased,
but now I am tempted to send for Goldleaf Winter Touch gloves (seen in
an advert) selling at £20 and available in many garden centres. They are
lined with Thinsulate TM and are breathable Ski-Dri. TM This sounds like
a superior version of what I am trying at present. Perhaps I will pass a
few hints and hope for a Xmas gift from the family!
However, will they fit?

www.goldleaf-gloves.com/wintertouch.htm

www.worm.co.uk  (0845 6052505)

www.atsite.co.uk/
p-458-super-glove-reflex.aspx

June Cocksedge
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THE REVIEW

Nature Cure. Richard Mabey.
Pimlico Paperback ISBN1-8441-3096-7     Price: £7-99

File under autobiography. At least in part as “Nature Cure” is the story of
a section of his life with backward glances. The story of a painful episode
too and one that might have been flagged up by some earlier signs. His
(probable) magnum opus “Flora Britannica” finished and received with
due and deserved acclaim, Richard Mabey found himself drifting at some
speed into a state where he could not work any further.

Not just the emptiness of moving on from a project that held claim over
thought, effort and time but an emptiness that seized hold of the whole
person to a depth or level that rendered everyday tasks such as getting
out of bed more or less impossible. The tale is told honestly, painfully
and without blame. But beyond the assorted talking the beginnings of
small, definitely hesitant steps of looking again at the world around us
began to twitch a response.

Nature Cure One.
Not all at once and not without regression and always with the help and
understanding of good and loyal friends. One who became more than a
friend and who aside from the uttered ritual formalities loved and
honoured in adversity: Richard Mabey pays touching tribute to his new
partner Polly.

Nature Cure Two.
All this personal restorative history is set within a move away from a
much-loved house in the Chilterns - surely, as Richard Mabey himself
acknowledges, of its type, as good and intricate a living as one may find
so close to London. The move with Polly was to Norfolk where the huge
skies cower the flatter land. There are vivid descriptions of the stark
contrast between the widescaped prairie of arable Norfolk and the more
marginal older places along the slow draining rivers of East Anglia. A
new lexicon of landscape vocabulary to be learnt as the new genius loci is
assimilated.
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Nature Cure Three.
But the thoughts and ideas in the pages spiral outwards and facets of
those are reflected at various stages through the book as Richard Mabey
begins to wonder whether we have got it right. He discharges some
accurately aimed barbs at our some of current concerns and conceits.
Stewardship for one: a concept much appreciated personally since Aldo
Leopold started its use. But, as Richard Mabey puts it we may be dealing
with just one more anthropocentric view of the world with humankind as
the steward and arbiter of what is to be. Intrinsic value is so much more
difficult to anchor and nature’s indifference still disconcerts.

Another controlled and civilised tirade at the BBC Natural History Unit’s
wildlife films, wonderful as they are, but with implicit structures of Social
Darwinianism as co-operation between or even within species gets
seriously underplayed. Dare one ask if this mainstream preoccupation
says rather more about the way in which the human world would like to
organise itself socially than about the animal world it seeks to represent.

Nature Cure Four.
The writing of “Nature Cure” does seem to have given Richard Mabey a
second wind with “Fencing Eden” and “Beechcombings” both produced
since “Nature Cure” first appeared in 2005. Sadder and wiser those might
be and more tightly scoped but “Nature Cure” is almost certainly
something he had to write to put the demons in their proper place - even
if not to permanent rest.

Jeff Barber
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PESTICIDE ACTION NETWORK: MONTHLY TIPS

The Pesticide Action Network UK has been producing free monthly
gardening tips for allotment gardeners for the past few years; feedback
indicates they are very useful. Each issue indicates which crops can be
sown or planted out in that month along with reminders of general tasks
to be done. A pest of the month feature spotlights one particular pest or
disease giving advice on how it can be controlled or managed without the
use of chemicals. There is also a news item which relates to pesticides or
pest control.

You will need Adobe reader to download and read PDF files - available
free from the adobe website. Previous issues can be viewed on our
website at:

http://www.pan-uk.org/Info/gardening.htm.

Anyone interested just needs to send their email to me
roslynmckendry@pan-uk.org with 'gardening tips' in the subject line (or a
message which indicating the reason for the email) to be added to the
distribution list. It is absolutely FREE to receive them.

Roslyn McKendry
Pesticide Action Network UK

W.E.A.: HOW TO LEAD A GREENER LIFE.

The Ilford Branch of the W.E.A. has been running this course from the
end of September looking at the various ways we can lessen our impact
on the planet. There will be two Saturday site visits and there will be the
opportunity for voluntary practicals. Fee: £56. Tutor: James Curry
Venue: The Drive Methodist Church, Eastern Avenue, Redbridge. Dates:
Tuesdays 7.30pm to 9.30pm. 10 meetings from 25/09/2007
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THE SAGA OF A BANK ACCOUNT

ELOG had a Building Society Account at the Britannia in Holborn
before I became treasurer. This was already proving inconvenient as two
people had to visit the branch and prove who they were before a cheque
could be written. The Coop Bank appears to be ethical so your
committee decided to open an account at the Walthamstow Branch.
That’s when the saga began.

We started with the idea of having 2 out of 4 people with the power to
sign but Banks assume you are a money launderer unless you can prove
otherwise. That proved very difficult so we reduced the number to 3.
Then when the paperwork had been submitted to Manchester they
wanted details of all the committee!! After weeks of waiting a paying in
book arrived for the deposit account and then a few days later a cheque
book to say nothing of vast quantities of stationery to pay money in at the
Post Office, but no welcome letter or explanation of how to run the
account! Then the online password etc turned up. Fighting the computer
I eventually won and found the paying in book was just for the deposit
account and you can’t transfer money to the current account on-line from
the deposit account. Well you can guess the rest we couldn’t get money
into the account to be able to write cheques.

After more phone calls to Manchester another paying in book for the
current account arrived and money could be paid in! Low and behold I
can now set up automatic transfers of money across the banking network
without the need for a second signature! Oh so why did we have to have
all the committee involved in opening the account!!

Ah the saga doesn’t end there. Part of the deal was that the Coop would
close the Britannia account and transfer the funds across – we are still
waiting!! To be able to fund Apple Day Sally and Anne had to make a
special journey to Holborn to collect a cheque and bring it back to
Walthamstow. To avoid any complications they didn’t close the account
so we now have two accounts, a box full of paper, more stresses wrinkles
much wasted time and a large phone bill – but of course this is the
banking industry’s 21st century version of service!!
Adrian Stannard, Treasurer
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YOUR FAVOURITE RECIPES

A Vegan recipe from Bill Measure

Apple, Ginger and Sultana Flapjacks (makes 8)

6oz/175 g porridge oats
2oz/50g vegan margarine
2oz/50g sultanas, chopped
1oz/25g Demerara sugar
2 rounded tablespoons golden syrup
8oz/225 g cooking apple, peeled, cored and grated
 ½ oz/15g stem ginger, finely chopped

Heat the margarine, sugar and golden syrup gently in a saucepan until
melted.
Remove from the heat and stir in the porridge oats and sultanas.
Mix thoroughly and spoon the mixture into a lined and greased
7inch/18cm square flan tin.
Press down firmly and evenly with the back of a spoon.
Bake in a pre-heated oven at 350°F/180°C/Gas Mark 4 for 30-35
minutes until golden.
Leave the tin for 15 minutes, then cut into 8 equal-sized bars and put
them on a wire rack to cool completely.

OrganicLea’s stall at Hornbeam,
458 Hoe Street

Every Saturday 10am to 3pm
Support this local enterprise which is selling locally

grown crops as well as produce from Eostre Organics
www.eostreorganics.co.uk

www.organiclea.org.uk
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Directions to the Welcome Centre
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CONTACT DETAILS
 www.elog.org.uk

Contact details for ELOG committee members:

Chair:
Anne Tennant, 120 Northcote Road, Walthamstow, London E17 7EB
Tel: 020 8520 5386

Vice Chairman:
Ken Coe, 139 Stradbroke Grove, Ilford IG5 ODL
Tel: 020 8550 2818

Secretary:
Frances Schwartz, 43 Arbour House, Arbour Square, London E1 OPP
Tel: 020 7265 8257

Treasurer:
Adrian Stannard, 19 Avon Road, Upper Walthamstow, London E17 3RB
Tel: 020 8521 4400
e-mail: adrian.stannard@btinternet.com

Newsletter Editor:
Jeff Barber, 39 Seagry Road, Wanstead, London E11 2NH
Tel: 020 8530 2842
e-mail: julia.barber@freeuk.com

Copy for the next edition of the Newsletter
to be with the Editor by 30th December


